Evangelist Alveda King: Genocide and Eugenics are Death Care; Injustice Anywhere...
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with abortion and chemical/artificial device laden death care. Chelsea Clinton is touting this same
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eugenic/genocidal death care agenda as an economic boon. Not to be left behind in advertising
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care, Oprah Winfrey is telling women to "Shout Your Abortion!" What is the world coming to?
For the past three decades, I have traveled the globe to Africa, Europe, Middle East, Caribbean
Islands and US, with a message of truth, hope, life and light. At every port, I always find this to be
true - people all over the world have much in common. We are one blood/one human race. We all
bleed the same.
As a young girl in college, our class studied Maslow's Hierarchy of Needs. As we revisit his chart
today, we can see that his principles align with Acts 17:26: as the One Blood/One Race Human
Family, we all need and bleed the same.
This month, the opportunity to travel around the nation and appear on national Christian television
(The Jim Bakker Show and TBN's Praise show) as well as in the White House and the jail house
presented itself. Also, a young millennial shared a quote with me from one of her mentors, Dr. Asa
Hilliard, III, which I've shared in my electronic inspirational series "Pearls and Nuggets."
"I have never encountered any children in any group who are not geniuses. There is no mystery on
how to teach them. The first thing you do is treat them like human beings and the second thing you
do is love them." -Asa G. Hilliard III
In all of these experiences, one theme is so concurrent that it looms across the lands and around
the world; as human beings, we are one race and one blood, and our souls are crying out for love
and mercy. We don't need death care. We need life care. We need to agree to love and forgive
each other. We need to repent for our wrong doings and be forgiven. Finally, we need to Pray for
America.
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